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OK I have tried it yesterday with O ffice Insider Fast v 15 28 and today with the 15.. You can back up and restore your entire
category list Outlook category instructions but it overrides the existing categories which is not good when you try to merge the
list with the existing one.. Choose Properties from the bottom of the menu Click Upgrade to Color Categories When you use
upgrade to color categories Outlook goes through all of the items in your open data files and adds any categories not already in
the master list to the master list and assigns a color to the category.
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29 I have to open a ticket in my tenant or I have to write via Outlook with a report of the problem.. OK I tried it yesterday with
O ffice Insider Fast v 15 28 and today with 15 29 I have to open a ticket in my tenant or I have to write about Outlook with a
report about the problem.. Select Properties at the bottom of the menu click Upgrade to Color categories when you use upgrade
to color categories Outlook passes through all the items in the open files and adds all the categories that are not already in your
main list to the main list and assigns a C To color into the category.. You can backup and restore the entire category list
instructions at Outlook Categories but this overwrites your existing categories which isnt good if you are trying to merge your
list with the existing one.
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I was impressed by the quick fix which did not cost me anything because I had just bought the Office programme but I am
disappointed with Microsoft who has NOT adised its clients of this simple fix for an apparently widespread problem.. And it
should be noted that you are unlikely to see support for these features in future versions of Office as according to Microsoft
Yosemites AutoSave feature and OneDrive not playing well together.. I was impressed by the quick fix that didnt cost me
anything because I had just bought the Office program but Im disappointed in Microsoft which did not loose its customers from
this simple solution to what seemed to be a widespread problem.. And it should be noted that its unlikely youll see support for
these features in any future versions of Office as according to Microsoft Yosemites autosave feature and OneDrive dont play
well together. Bloomberg Terminal Download For Mac
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